
Swooping Reels
All winning combinations trigger the Swooping 
Reels feature.
1. Any winning symbols in a game round will 
disappear.
2.2. The empty spaces will be filled with symbols 
falling down from above.
3. Any new wins will be added to the
existing win.
4. The feature will end when there are
no new winning combinations.

Extra Rows and Bet Lines
EEach swoop will unfreeze a new row, up to 6 rows
4th row is added after 1st swoop, and adds 12 bet 
lines.
5th row is added after 2nd consecutive swoop and 
adds 12 bet lines.
6th row is added after 3rd consecutive swoop, and 
adds 12 bet lines

WWin Multipliers
Each swoop will add win multipliers.
All wins pay x2 after 1st swoop.
All wins pay x3 after 2nd consecutive swoop.
All wins pay x5 after 3rd consecutive swoop.

Free Spins Bonus
1010 Free Spins are triggered by 3 or more Free Spin 
Bonus scatter sym- bols. The Free Spins Bonus is 
played with all 6 rows, and all 56 bet lines 
unlocked. Winning combinations are paid both 
ways, leftmost to right and rightmost to left.

Both way wins in Free Spins
WWinning combination are paid from left to right 
and from right to left.

Crystal Queen is based on the HC 
Andersen story about the Snow Queen, and 
is an innovative slot which is loads of fun.

The game features swooping reels, 
spreading wild symbols, win multipliers, 
and up to 6 rows!
 

InIn the Free Spins bonus all 6 rows are 
unlocked, and the game pays both ways! 
With the addition of a fantastic 
soundtrack, and an extremely well balance 
math, Crystal Queen is truly one of our 
flagship games.

Game ID                   crystalqueen
Resolution                                16:9
Channels                           Desktop 
                                            & Mobile
Volatility                          2,55 (1-5)
Min bet                                  € 0,10
MaMax bet                                   € 100
Default bet                            € 1,00

Max payout x bet observed in  1 billion spins                                                 829
Probability of winning 100x bet                                                                1 in 4276

Base Game                                        34,52%
Re-Spin in Base Game                     2,97%
Free Spins                                          21,39%
Re-Spin in Free Spins                      7,68%
Total:                                                  96,16%
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